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(Above) Not fun: Andrew
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Walpole Wanderings

Henry Kudja
41 degrees was forecast for Perth, the trip was going to be an
escape from the spate of heat waves in Perth. We were heading
south to Walpole, Western Australia’s town with the highest
rainfall! Great start. We left on time.

It wasn’t long before the radio games started.
How many O's in Mandjoogoordap? What’s the name of the
gully coming up on the right, the one with the forked tree (hint
– another name for a ging) Shanghai Gully? No.
It was Slingshot Gully.
How do you pronounce Mullyalup?
And
we continued
the ‘up’ towns...
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President's Report
David Peck
Don’t forget the March General meeting will be at Ranger Outdoors, at
their new address 1429 Albany Hwy Cannington at 7.00pm.The store will
be open before the meeting so people can do some shopping.
It’s with pleasure that I can announce that the members have decided to
present Keith Wilcox with life membership for his ongoing support and
participation of the club.
Keith has been in the club since 1989 and has held various committee positions as well as being
voted club member of the year in 2002. Over the years he has also received many awards.
Many thanks to Eddy Wajon for his passionate talk about the work that has been carried out for
almost 20 years on their private land at Chingarrup Sanctuary West of Bremer Bay.
COVID restrictions continue to change. The capacity limit of 25 has returned for our meetings in
the Mopoke Room at the South Perth library. The City of South Perth have also clarified that the
need to provide proof of vaccination does not apply to our use the room.

KEITH
WILCOX

Congrats!

New Life Member
Subaru 4WD Club of WA
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February Highlights

Sunset Picnic at Kent Street Weir

Vanessa Carn
Arriving a few hours before sunset everybody was keen to set off
for a paddle before eating. While Alison and her sons tried
vigorously to pump up the stand up paddle board all others
casually dragged their canoes and kayaks into the river. We all set
off following David who was leading us up the river to where we
could admire the beautiful wildlife and fauna. The less
experienced paddlers became more interested in staying up-right
and splashing each other. As we approached a fork in the river
David realised both directions were inaccessible so back we
paddled to the park to enjoy the food and drink waiting for all.

Sunset paddle and picnic - a lovely way
to wind down after a hot day

CHINGARRUP SANCTUARY
JOY UNNO
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER
In conjunction with Green Australia and Bush Heritage Australia, the Wajons began largescaledirect seeding revegetation in 80 ha of cleared paddock at Chingarrup Sanctuary from 2003
to 2007. Seeds for fifty native species were available ranging from Eucalypts to Sandalwood.
The seeding was very successful resulting initially 100 stems per square metre, some of which
were lost to drought conditions in 2014.

Chingarrup Sanctuary is indicated by the blue arrow. Diagram from: 10.1111/rec.12407

In an attempt to diversify the revegetation, the Northern Suburbs Wildflower Society branch took cuttings
from pre-existing native vegetation in 10 -15 different soil types on the property and propagated them in the
Society’s nursery. Planting was difficult in the hard clay substrate requiring ripping with the dozer and using
a petrol hand auger. Many of the new seedlings did not survive the 2014 drought and also could not
compete with the well-established original direct seeded 50 species. Fire and weeds were other threats to
the revegetation efforts. Never-the-less, there are now some 650 species of flora on the property.
In order to document the biodiversity of the remnant bushland and the ecological benefits of the
revegetation program, the Wajons, with the help of various organisations, friends and volunteers began an
extensive scientific study involving photo monitoring, plant germination, survival and ecological monitoring,
small vertebrate trapping, motion sensitive camera photography, bird mist netting, banding and nest
inspection, moth light trapping, bat detection, and ant trapping.
Rabbit, fox, and cat baiting were carried out as well with uncertain effects. Although, mallee fowl are now
seen consistently whereas they were rare prior to the beginning of the baiting program. Almost twenty
years of Herculean effort by the Wajons and others has resulted in the successful colonisation of
revegetated and remnant native vegetation with 6 mammal (including the Honey and Pygmy Possums), 5
bat, 120 bird, 23 reptile, 2 frog (Turtle and White-footed), and 100s of insect and other arthropod species
including moths and native bees. A total of 770 fauna species have been recorded at Chingarrup Sanctuary.
(story continues page 7)
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CHINGARRUP SANCTUARY
FROM P5

The Wajons have shown that large-scale revegetation can be successful in restoring ecological
and conservation values to cleared land, forming a drought refuge, Carbon sequestration,
Citizen Science and volunteer opportunities, and sheer enjoyment of the unique and beautiful
Stirling-Fitzgerald flora and fauna. A vital connection in the South-West Gondwana Link indeed.
Thank you Eddy and Donna Wajon! The Subaru 4WD Club WA is privileged to be joining you on
the March LWE to have the full Chingarrup Sanctuary Ecological Experience.

Donna and Eddy Wajon
Guest Speakers at the February GM were
the intrepid couple Donna and Eddy Wajon
who have spent the past 19 years in the
mammoth task of restoring native
vegetation and ecological function to a 571
ha partly cleared farm north of Boxwood
Hill between the Stirling Range and
Fitzgerald River National Parks. They also
have a much smaller property, a 46ha bush
block called Mondurup View, west of the
Stirlings. These were the first South West
private land purchases in the Fitz-Stirling
section of the Gondwana Link Project, an
ambitious conservation initiative aimed at
revegetating cleared areas to link with
Conservation Reserves and National Parks
from Margaret River to the Western border
of the Nullabor Plain.

Honey Possums can be found at Chingarrup Sanctuary
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Walpole Wanderings Day One
Saturday 22 January
HENRY KUJDA
You probably know that town names ending in ‘up’ are
Aboriginal derived names and mean ‘place of’. Mullyalup
apparently means "nose place", as it was where nosepiercing was performed as part of the initiation
ceremony for young men.
We got to Manjimup (place of the Manjin, a broad leaf
marsh plant) for lunch. It was still 37 degrees! So much
for the cool reprieve. “There’s no escaping this
Australian heat” (Dave Warner from the Suburbs, song
from 1976).
We continued south and it eventually did get a little
cooler when we arrived at Boat Harbour Camp, our
camp site for the weekend.
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Boat Harbour Camp
Making ourselves at home

(Below) Arriving at camp: Gary tells Ross he is
the best organised customer he's ever had.

FROM P9
Warm welcome from camp host Gary Althorp
After some modifications to a camp site by a
Subaru Outback (it was a green one), we set
up camp and settled in for the night.
(Below) Cutting the bushes: Greg did some landscaping with
the Outback to find the best camp spot.

(Above) Little campers: Adelaide and
Nathan keen to help set up the tent.

(Above) Happy campers: Mark looking proud of
his great site setup for himself and his son Rowan.

(Right) Kids Chef:
Jason the cook,
cleaner and bottle
washer.

Time to relax and enjoy the serenity

Campsite Scenes
FROM P10
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Walpole Wanderings Day Two
Sunday 23 January 2022
FROM P11
MARK SMITHERS
An early start with a chorusing of birds as night
receded into what promised to be a cool 30
degrees. Relief from the Perth heatwave was
welcome. Campers slowly emerged and prepared
to start the day. Ross briefed us on our planned
activities and by 8:45am we were on our way
exploring. Where did we go, well I’m glad you
asked.

Heading down to Mandalay Beach

First stop was Walpole for some provisions from
the Cafe & Bakery before we headed out to
Crystal Springs. The driving was relatively easy
at this stage, a few corrugations on the dirt road
down to Mandalay Beach, arriving around 10am
where we made our second stop. We spent a
leisurely hour and a half swimming, relaxing,
walking and photographing.

Come on Dad! Lunch preparation in progress.

Third stop was the Crystal Springs Campground
where we had lunch for about and hour before
airing down for what was to be an interesting
trip through the amazing scenery and coastal
dune systems. The fine sand had us travelling
slowly, bouncing around and very soon my
passenger reminded me of the award he
received for vowing to be a better driver.
Can’t wait son, can’t wait.

(Right) GI Jane:
Vanessa's Outback
camouflaged in the
bush.

Crystal Springs Campground

Heading for Hush Hush
FROM P12
Fourth stop was an impromptu one as we needed
to extricate Henry and Debbie’s Outback that had
bellied out on the track. After a short while we
were moving again as we headed out to Hush Hush
beach. We didn’t get there straight away as a fifth
stop was needed to extricate our trip leader who
got stuck in some soft sand on the last ridge
before the car park. A bit of digging, pushing, and
use of the recovery boards had him out and down
the hill. A few more cars went through then
unfortunately Andrew became stuck in the same
place, so Ross went back for a quick snatch.

Our sixth stop around 3pm was the relatively small
car park at Hush Hush Beach which only just
accommodated the convoy of eight vehicles. After
a short 20 minute rest and wander around we
headed back out the way we came with no further
impromptu stops. Crystal Springs Campground
was our seventh stop around 4pm where we aired
up and then travelled back into Walpole. Some
headed straight back to camp, others refuelled
and reprovisioned in preparation for Day Three.
We were all back at camp by around 5:30pm,
having well and truly earned some refreshments
to slake a thirst and a hot shower to cleanse our
weary bodies.
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Walpole Wandering Day Three
Monday 24 January 2022
MARY ROBERTS
We could all camp inside this tree!

The cars like lining up for photos too!
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Walpole Wanderings
Day Three
MARY ROBERTS
Today was to be a day full of trees. This was
the part of the trip I was most looking forward
to. The morning was a cooler start, which was
a lovely change from the heat wave that Perth
was experiencing. We left camp at 8:45 with
our bellies full from breakfast, following our
trusted leader Ross out down South West
Highway and turned left into Peaceful Bay
Road. Peaceful Bay was windy and not so
peaceful, but it was a lot of fun climbing on
rocks, looking for crabs and exploring the
jetty.
Leaving Peaceful Bay way drove down Ficfolia
road which is known for its beautiful red
flowering gums (Corymbia ficifolia). Then it
was back on to the Highway towards
Nornalup. We took a scenic drive along the
river’s edge (Riverside drive) eyeing off some
idealic holiday homes as we went. Then we
looped back and pulled into the Nornalup jetty
for morning tea. The view of the Karri forest
on the edge of the Franklin River was breath
taking. I have to confess I spent morning tea
day dreaming of retiring here one day.

Proud Mary: "Look at my reverse park!"
We then headed of the bitumen and deep into
tall tree country in the Walpole Nornalup
National Park. We drove down Monetary Road
and Tingle Drive where we stopped on the
northern bank of the Franklin Fiver. This was
when I realised that the trees I had seen from
the other side were not just Karri but also the
beautiful Tingle trees.
Ross indulged my tree hugging tendencies and
helped me clamber through the bush to hug the
biggest trees we could find. These were mostly
Tingle trees that can live for thousands of
years according to Ross. He explained that the
Karri trees only live to 500 years as at some
point they grow too tall for the tree to sustain
any more growth. So as you look across the
canopy you see bare grey branches standing
proud above the rest looking like the antlers of
a deer. These old dead Karris are aptly called
Stags.
I felt reluctant to leave this beautiful part of the
national park as we headed toward our lunch
spot which was a clearing surrounded by Karri
and Tingle trees on the corner of North Road
and Tingle East Drive. Here Jasmine won the
competition to see who could pack up their
light weight chair the quickest.

Mary snapping photos
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Due to some flooded roads, we left the national
park down Nunn Road and Bridge Road past
some farmland and arguably the cutest cows,
Murray Greys. Then we headed to Rest Point on
the Walpole Inlet.
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Walpole Wanderings Day Three
FROM P15
MARY ROBERTS
Sadly, the record of the roads we travelled from
this point was lost along with the phone they were
recorded on somewhere at the Australia Day
Market in Walpole on our way home on the last
day. At Rest Point we explored the waters edge
near the well-known caravan park there. I snapped
a photo of Ross on the Jetty with a pelican nearby,
only to find out that the pelican is on his family’s
crest.
Another highlight of the trip for me was the bush
walk that we did at Rest Point along the cliff edge
of the inlet, up among the trees. On the way back
Ross took us on a trickier stretch up the steep hill.
Some of us found it a bit of a challenge but we all
made it to the top with a sense of achievement. It
felt right to be rewarded with an ice-cream back at
rest point.

(Above) Tree Hugger:
Look here tree, you're
coming with me!

(Left & Below) Tingling:
The enormity of Tingle
trees is remarkable.

Ross and the Pelican!

During our adventures the rest of the
crew cottoned on to my obsession with
trees. Henry and Deb suggested that
Ross take me to see the Giant Tingle tree.
Of course, I was up for this and thankfully
everyone else was happy for Ross to add
this on to our plans for the day. So, we
drove into Walpole to refuel (and get
another ice-cream!) and headed back into
the Walpole Nornalup national park to see
the Giant Tingle Tree.
They were not wrong it was huge!!!! This
is one of the oldest and largest trees still
standing in the region. It has seen a
number of fires that have burnt out the
inside of the trunk but the tree just keeps
on growing. This ancient tree is so large
we all managed to fit in inside it for a
photo kindly taken by a passing fellow
tourist. Of course, I had to hug this tree
too.
I loved this day that left me with a sense
of happy contentment.
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Walpole Wanderings Day Four
Tuesday 25 January
ROSS MEAD - TRIP LEADER
There were a variety of things planned for today. Several people were off to do the WOW boat
cruise in Walpole this morning while others who had previously done that trip opted to head off
and do other things. We planned to regroup at the Tourist Information Centre in Walpole for
lunch before heading off to climb Mt Franklin in the afternoon and check out the “Ancient Forest
Walk” if we had time.
Greg and I decided to head into Denmark for the morning to check out suitable venues for the
evenings dinner as several of the group were keen on “eating out” that night.
Denmark was certainly busy with plenty of people (tourists and locals) out and about. Finding a
place for dinner was the first priority so we checked out the local eateries with Greg scanning
menus, checking prices and availability of seating for a group. Getting a good spot to park was
also a bit of an issue given the amount of people in town.
With options for the evening meal sorted, the next priority was to find a suitable location for a
dose of morning coffee and cake. Where else should we start but at the Bakery. Mark and Rowan
were already there so we figured it must be OK. Fresh coffee and an excellent cake certainly
improved the day.
Coffee and cake consumed, it was time to hit the track back to Walpole and meet up with
everyone else.
MARK SMITHERS
Rowan and Mark headed into Denmark for a quick bite to eat and a look around. They then made
their way into William Bay National Park for a look at Greens Pool, Elephant Rocks and the
Waterfall Beach. Parking was at a premium as every other tourist seemed to be there as well.
Denmark - Greens Pool
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More about Day Four
Tuesday 25 January 2022
VANESSA CARN
We woke to a cool and wet morning after rain overnight.
Nathan and Adelaide made the trek uphill from their campsite to join us for breakfast; they
enjoyed scrambled eggs while we ate our cereal.
Ross asked us all to assemble at 8.30 to discuss our plans for the day before we all headed our
separate ways.
I headed into Walpole with Nathan and the kids, while Greg opted to skip the river cruise and
stayed behind. Nathan was concerned about the kids getting wet on the cruise so called into the
visitors centre and the local op shop in search of rain jackets for them both but no luck.
Henry and Deb, Mary, Jasmine and Taylor met us in time to board the WOW river cruise with
Jason, Nathan, and Adelaide. Cruise from 10am to 12.45 including lunch …

Sub Editors Note - WOW Eco Cruise
HENRY KUJDA
Some of us did opt to do the Wild Over Walpole (WOW)
Eco Cruise on the Walpole Nornalup (place of the black
snake) inlet. This is an amazing, guided tour experience
with Gary Muir, a 7th generation Muir family local who is
passionate about this area, its ecology, history and how
it ties in with the rest of the world, life, the universe and
everything!
I had been on this cruise many times (I was in the
tourism industry in a previous life) since it first started
back in the 80s. I would rate this cruise as one of the
best I have experienced anywhere. Gary is a gifted
interpreter and makes this highly educational trip really
entertaining. I would highly recommend this tour!
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Walpole Wandering Day Four
Tuesday 25 January 2022
FROM P18
All apart from Henry and Deb convened at the tourist park
for lunch. After lunch Jason and the kids headed off to
visit Dinosaur World and reptile handling while Ross led
the rest of the convoy toward Mount Frankland.

Steps to Mount Frankland

(Above) Lizards and Snakes:
"I like snakes" boasts Adelaide.

The view from Mount Frankland is worth all the steps.
More steps to Mount Frankland
Waiting for their owners
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Walpole Wandering Day Four
Tuesday 25 January 2022
KEITH & FIONA WILCOX
Having done the WOW (Wilderness Ecocruise) trip
previously Fiona and I decided to do our own thing, we
went to Denmark for coffee and cake!

The last time we were down this way I found out about a small wetland area just east of town.
I nicknamed it "Fairy Glen" and it has a short boardwalk in amongst paperbark trees looking
much like what you would imagine in a Tolkien or Harry Potter book. I sat at the end of the
boardwalk for a time looking for birds but as for much of the rest of the trip it was fairly windy
and a bit damp so there was little activity.
I think I'll call this area "Fairy Glen!"

After lunch back in Denmark for the trip back we travelled along the Scotsdale road drive which
winds around past many of the wineries of this area. Along here we stopped at the Harewood
Forest walk trail a lovely 2.8km walk through lush riverine vegetation and regrowth Karri forest.
A walk next to the river then loops back up over the hills through the forest on a very
picturesque trail.
Our final stop was the Bartholomews meadery for an ice cream and a taste of the honey wine
and mead. Their Metheglin spiced mead is served warm. I bought a bottle to be kept for a cold
winters evening. We returned to the campsite to hit the showers before the rest of the group
got back.
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Dinner in Denmark Tuesday 25 January
VANESSA CARN
After showers to freshen up we took a lift with Henry and Deb into Denmark for dinner.
Ross, Keith and Fiona opted to stayed at camp.
After finding that the tavern was full we headed to the hotel where we enjoyed a meal with
Mary and the girls and a local friend, Andrew and the boys, Mark and Rowan.
Back at camp by 8.30, Ross was surprised to see us back so soon.
We retired early while others enjoyed nightcaps, listening to the sound of rain falling
throughout the night.

Final Day and the drive home Wednesday 26 January
ROSS MEAD
A cool, cloudy morning with scudding showers to freshen the place up. It had been wonderful
to snuggle down in my sleeping bag and listen to the sound of rain on the tent overnight. The
down side was that we had wet gear to pack up.
Speaking of packing up, we all watched in amazement as Mary, Jasmin and Taylor proceeded
to pack all their gear and themselves back into Mary’s XV. Her car has been renamed 'Tardis'
after its ability to be much bigger on the inside than it appears.
Given that there were people planning to head in different directions home, it was decided to
end the formal part of the trip then so people could be free to do what they wanted. Some
were heading home via Denmark, Mt Barker and the Albany Hwy whilst others planned to head
home via Manjimup and the South West Highway.
I took a leisurely drive home from Boat Harbour via the South Coast and South West Highways
with a stop to explore the new camping area at Shannon. It is very impressive with camping
places for horse riders (complete with yards), caravans and tents. From there, it was on to
Manjimup to visit family. The drive up to Manji was very enjoyable as I drove through light
showers along one of my favourite roads. The Karri forest smelt wonderful after the rain.
Unfortunately, the cool weather didn’t last with the temperature back into the low 30’s by the
time I got home.
"We'll even find space for a Pinapple! "
(Below) Tetris Puzzle: How do Mary, Jasmine & Taylor fit in the XV?
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Final Day and the drive home from Walpole
Wednesday 26 January
MARK SMITHERS
Rowan was keen to have a look at Monkey Rock and possibly climb up to Mt Hallowell on the
Bibbulmun Track so off we went for what should have been a quick look. An easy drive and a
sign posted car park on the side of the road was a good start. A nice wide track for vehicles (not
allowed) made walking easy. The 800m walk was good and the view from Monkey Rock was
promising despite some drizzle coming in.
Its at this point I couldn’t disappoint a determined 13yo, so we pushed through the drizzle and
wet foliage for another 900m to emerge on the top with a view of – nothing but mist/cloud.
Needless to say, we were both soaked - shoes, socks etc nothing was dry.
Thankfully a final change of clothes were available for the drive home.
Mark and Rowan conquer the conditions and climb Monkey Rock
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WA 4WD ASSOCIATION KAARAKIN CLEAN UP DAYS
JOY UNNO - ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER

The Association has published a prospective calendar for Kaarakin Clean Up Days 2022.
The Association (and some Member Clubs) hold meetings at the the Kaarakin Black Cockatoo
Conservation Centre, which our Club Delegates attend, as well as President & Secretary and
Environmental Officer Meetings. Under an arrangement with the Conservation Centre, the
Association has regular clean up busy bees, pruning and weeding the garden cleaning the toilets
and any minor repairs to the building. Some years past, our Club helped to build a shed at Kaarakin.
As well as the community benefit to the Association and Conservation Centre, these clean ups are a
great opportunity to meet and network with fellow Association members from other 4WD Clubs.
The clean up is very easy and many hands make light work. So come and help, then afterwards
have tea (or coffee) & bikkies and a chat with people from the WA 4WD Association Clubs.
Address:322 Mills Road East, Martin WA 6110

Kaarakin Clean Up Calendar 2022 (dates may change)
April 3rd 2022
June tba
September 11th 2022
November tba
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Trips & Socials

Please refer to the club website for all dates and
details www.subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au
MARCH 2022
Chingarrup Sanctuary Ecological
Experience
4 to 8 March
Joy Unno
Avon Valley National Park
& Julimar Conservation Park
Day Trip
7 March
David Peck
Zamia Breakfast
Saturday 19 March
Jo Norton
Maximum 30 people

APRIL 2022

MAY 2022
Camp Fire Cooking Demo Day
7 to 8 May
Adrian Longwood
Wilbinga Reserve Clean Up & Moore
River Camp Out
14 to 15 May
Adrian Longwood
Cruise to Cunderdin
Sunday 22 May
Jo Norton
Maximum 25 people
JUNE 2022
Karri on in Winter
4 to 6 June
Ross Mead

Murray Valley Meander
Sunday 3 April
Ross Mead
Kojonup Kamp Out
15 to 18 April
Jo Norton
Let's Have a Peak at Charles
15 to 18 April
Ross Mead
Motor Through the Anzac Weekend
23 to 25 April
Jo Norton

The Club is running trips for members
in accordance with
the latest advice issued by the
WA State Government COVID-19
Guidelines.
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MARKET PLACE
SET OF FIVE SUBARU 16” STEEL WHEEL RIMS

$100
Set of five 16” Subaru steel rims. Were previously fitted to
my 2012 Subaru Forester. Selling as surplus to requirements.
In good condition. Selling for rims not the tyres
Four tyres have little tread left.
The fifth tyre was a second spare and has some life left in it.

Contact Deborah Thyne 0420 791 762

UNIDEN AT380 UHF CB ANTENNA
$15 OR FREE TO MEMBERS WHO

VOLUNTEER FOR KAARAKIN CLEANUP.
Great small aerial which I no longer need. Cable and parts
never used, high flexible whip aerial with 3dbi Gain.
Contact Greg Carn 0404 704 233

Advertise here!!
Do you have some Subi stuff you want to sell or no longer need and just want to
pass it on to a good home? Maybe you have tools, 4wd stuff, tents or some other
camping equipment? You can even advertise your car!
Send the details to the editor Vanessa Carn editor@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au
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